
Video Chat Inspections
VCISara Bowles

Customer Energy Programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning Sara BowlesConservation 6 years, Tacoma Power 4 yearsDuties: inspections; energy audits; process incentive requests; and work on special projects.  Projects like the video inspection pilot and many more. Won awards 2016 Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) Leadership in Energy Efficiency award for innovation2017 American Public Power Association  (APPA) Energy Innovator AwardToday we will go over:The back ground of Tacoma Power and conservation programsOur inspiration to develop the programOur pilot program for VCI’sOur lessons learnedHow VCI’s workHow scheduling works And the proven benefits of the program 
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Who is Tacoma Power

• Public Utility

• Unique service territory

• Shared with gas utility

• 155,000 customers

• 54% city / 46% rural

• 40% electric heat

• I-937

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let me introduce you to Tacoma Power. Electricity provider in a 5 service public utilityLocated in Pierce county in Washington. Unique service territory with 11 smaller electric utility and most notably Puget Sound EnergyOur territory is 180 square miles - broken up into segments. The map is our territory and it can be 40 minuets from the office.  Tacoma Power generates roughly 30% of our electricity from our 7 dams and purchase the rest from Bonneville Power Administration.  Our power portfolio is 97% carbon free electricity due to the mass hydro power in the pacific northwest and a little help from our community solar array. We have 155 thousand residential customers of which only 40% heat with electricity. Heating with electricity is our first requirement to qualify for most of our programs.  Heat pump water heaters are the acceptation. I-937 Washington States Energy independence act which was voter approved in 2006. “large utilities must pursue all conservation measures that are cost-effective, reliable and feasible”
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About Residential Conservation

2015 Projects

• 4 Residential Auditors 

• Loans/Grants/Rebates

• 1,341 Incentive requests 

• 695 Inspections

45%

37%

9%9%

2015 Project Types

Ductless Heat Pump
Duct Sealing
Weatherization
Multiple Measures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets dig deeper into Tacoma Powers conservation department 4 full time auditors A mix of union represented and salaried Inspect- at the time  100 loan/25 rebate/25 grant projects. Recently we have changed that process – passed permit and TA install High volume of inspections with a more comprehensive inspection selection process. These auditors processed over 1300 projects and performed almost 700 inspections in 2015. The chart: shows specific measures installed  Over half the projects were DHP’s, and Windows. Windows are captured under the grey weatherization piece and the golden yellow multi measure piece. Simple inspections that took less time to complete then it took to drive to the location. Define simple inspection - Walk around the house.Personal protection gear – confined spaces – testing   
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Time consuming for customers
• Multiple inspections
• Phone tag
• Lack of flexibility
• Limited times for inspections

Challenge for utility
• Auditors in-office & in-field 
• Limited staff resources
• Environmental Action Plan 

Opportunity for Improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STORY: In field – patterns multiple inspections, surprised and unhappy customerFound opportunity to improve Multiple inspections: up to 3 permits- measure specific plus conservation and worst case re-inspectsCould be 5 Scheduling challenge -  Phone Tag Take 2- 3 weeks to schedule inspections. Following week or even further out. 2015 changed scheduling process STORY: Walk through our scheduling process- and introduce new process with Oa’sRequest for after business hours inspectionsMix of Union represented and salaried auditors We also had added assigned targets from the city of Tacoma's  Environmental Action Plan. The city has a plan to reach new levels of stainability in our community. Utility as a whole needed to reduce fossil fuel use – Hybrid fleet but we can do moreThe Video inspection program was a great tool  to support this target even further. We identified a few opportunities to improve our customer experience, accommodate growing conservation programssupport I937, Maximize auditors time and lastly align with the city’s Environmental plan. 
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Can we leverage existing technology?
• Improve customer experience

• Improve internal process 

• Improve approval/payment time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked ourselves; Can we better our customer experience with existing technology and not incur added cost to our programs? How can we:Continue to perform a high volume of inspections per day.Accommodate our customers busy schedulesOffer more inspection options like after hours options Give auditors more time to process project files Shorten wait time to approve loans and pay out incentives.We started looking into the idea of using FaceTime to perform inspections on conservation measures. We did our research: ACEEE, E Source and our local utilities and found that utilities were not using video technology to perform conservation inspections. Local county's planning and land service department -verify code compliance and finalize permits. We had our inspiration - After approval from senior management Jordan and I were able to run a pilot program for VCI’s 
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Anticipated Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the planning phases of the program we had anticipated a handful of challenges.  We had some legal concerns:public disclosure requestsrecord retention invasion of our customers privacyWe also were concern about added equipment costServer space – store videos New equipment for auditors – new phones/tablets New equipment for contractors All these concerns were not an issue:Used existing equipment  Using live videos Software downloads were free or existingThe only thing we retain are the standard inspection sheet that went with closing documents. 
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Data From Pilot
37 inspections 

Testing : 
Ductless Heat Pumps
Windows 
Insulation

Time Comparison in Minutes 

Inspections Inspection
Time

Travel 
Time Total

37  Video 
Inspections

240
minutes none 240

minutes  

37 On-Site 
Inspections

780
minutes 

1,140
minutes  

1,920
minutes 

28 hours saved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In June 2015 we started our pilot which ran till June 2016We started testing with one contractor. Future plans to expand the concept to customers We recorded data like:Start timeHow long the inspections tookWhat went well and what can go better next timeHow well the video connectedHow clear the picture was to see small details like model numbersSTORY: My experience with combination of onsite and VCI’s and completed 5 inspection in an afternoon 3 on site and 2 video. 37 Chart it shows a drastic decrease in the inspection time. Less chit chat timeLess chance for question about other utility servicesSTORY: Customer complaint of paying storm runoff fees 
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37 Video inspections Saved:
• 474 miles of driving 
• 19 hours on road
• About $90 in gas
• Reduced carbon footprint
• No need to re-inspect

VCI Pilot Savings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the savings from the pilot. Positive results Developed programOffered VCI’s to customers Started with 3 contractors 2016 and has grown to 8 in 2019Central heat pumps Ductless heat pumps Windows Heat Pump WHNow that contractors perform inspections at the time of installSave contractors time by:Avoided failed projectsAvoided inconvenience of re-inspect  for customers 
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Lessons Learned

• Multiple software options

• Apple Vs Android

• Jargon 

• Contractor skepticism

• New relationships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Things we didn’t anticipate:Multiple software options Common software used:  Skype, FaceTime and Facebook messenger More available: google hangouts, Just Talk, and Tango 4.  Operating systems make a difference:  Apple VS Android – Facetime is apple onlyOnce we opened up VCI’s to customers Jargon became an issue: “line hide” or “condensate drain.”  STORY: How I communicate with customers   Skepticism from contractorsAdd too much time to the installs Get payments faster Faster loan approvalsUnexpected response from installers:Negative from someNew relationshipsAuditors are bad guys Pass/fail - Educate, and show respect STORY: “great install guys, keep up the good work.” 
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Benefits to Customers

• Less time off work

• Added time slots available

• Shorter inspections 

• Added service from 

contractors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pilot program showed we could achieve the benefits we proposed. Most of our customers work 9-5 – busy schedules – Less time off work Contractor's provide extra service to customer saving time Shorter inspection length – more time for customers and auditors After hours options or in one occasion - beforeSTORY: Early morning VCI before I left work with customer 
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Benefits to Contractors 

“We are seeing rebate 
payments hit our 
accounts within 5 

business days from the 
install date” 

Participating Contractor – Gregg S.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we all know the saying time is money. This rings true with customers and contractors. Before VCI’s, closing projects could take up to 6 weeksDescribe before VCI’s process for scheduling inspection  Install complete Invoice a week later In cue for auditor review – up to 2 weeksSend out request to schedule Scheduling takes time – up to 2 weeks Scheduled another week to two Worst case scenario -STORY: Describe process for onsite failed jobs. Back to the office, email the contractor.  Contractor would need to schedule second visit to correctThen have to wait for the re-inspection in order to get paid. Delaying payment up to and additional 3 to 4 weeks With the VCI program Shorter wait time for payments Able to make corrections before they leaveLess failed inspection requiring re-inspects. Avoided return visits to customers STORY: VCI pilot – missing bolts Lets say this was an in-person failed inspection that delayed payment for 2 to 3 weeks over 4 missing bolts! Resulting in an upset customer and contractor…..and our auditors look like the bad guys. VCI’s done the day of installContractors have started submitting invoices the following day Auditors can review and issue payment that same week. VCI jobs are seeing payments within 5 business days of the install/inspection.Cutting wait time down drastically6 weeks VS 5 days!�Some contractors are small owner operated businesses without  heavy financial safety nets. Delayed payments can be a bigger burden 
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How a VCI Works

“Are you ready” 

• Contractor VS Customer 

Verify location

• Verbal

• Visual  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now lets go over how the VCI’s work.Just like a on site inspection Contractors or customers are our legs and the phone our eyes.  First step is connecting with your device. Some differences between customer vs contractor VCI with contractor “are you ready” text 10 minuets before they anticipate to start. Completion times can vary Auditors may be in a meeting/road/inspection Find a quiet and or safe location to complete inspection. VCI with a customerAuditor text the customer Let customer ask questions about processVerify video platformimessages are in blue Android in green Step 1 - verify the site address. Verbally for customers Visual for contractors – compare with maps/invoices 
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Equipment and Specifications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 3 verify install specifications Same points as in personequipment – or windows Pre determined specifications by BPAVerify home electrically heatedor other Tacoma Power requirements IE insulation Able to verify window “bugs” Lastly check the contractors have instructed the customer how to operate and maintain their new heating system – Or left behind manuals and warranty paperworkThis is also the time the customer then has a chance to ask the auditor any questions while installers on site The whole process can take as little a 5 minuets on simple inspections like DHP’sSTORY: There has been times when I am doing VCI with the original contractor we did the pilot with and I have to ask him to slow down so that I can verify each inspection point. 
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Lights – Camera – Action

• https://youtu.be/8SRl9g8q_p4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now you can watch a mock video inspection Created to help market he concept to customers 

https://youtu.be/8SRl9g8q_p4
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Our VCI Scheduling Process

With Contractors With Customers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developing a scheduling process took some workDue to the programs flexibility its unique Scheduling video inspections with customers happen in the traditional manner with our office staff.  But scheduling with the contractors are slightly different. VCI schedule for the following week - auditor is assigned Extra layer of communication The contractors respond with their scheduled installsProviding: install date,  site address, customer name, estimated completion time
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Weekly Auditor Schedule 

Day Date Video Inspection 
Contact

Facetime 
contact # Skype contact name

Monday 18-Feb CLOSED FOR HOLIDAY

Tuesday 19-Feb Jordan Whiteley 253-348-1937 jordan.tacoma.power

Wednesday 20-Feb Sara Bowles 253-348-1949 sara.tpu.auditor

Thursday 21-Feb Sara Bowles 253-348-1949 sara.tpu.auditor

Friday 22-Feb Jordan Whiteley 253-348-1937 jordan.tacoma.power

Sent to Contractors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of our weekly auditor schedule that is sent out on Fridays. This is a internal communication tool we provide.Contractors know who's covering what day. Helps with last minute installs Provides contact information Helps inform when utility is closed for a holiday that installers may be working. 
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Remaining Challenges
Lighting limitations

On-Call 
• Benefit for customer
• Drawback for auditors

Connectivity  
• Rural areas
• Basements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a few remaining challenges. The reality is video inspections are not a one size fits all. It is more of a “one size fits most” application. Attic and floor insulation lack of lighting Explain insulation inspection with videoor too much lighting.Nest Thermostats Auditors could be considered semi-On-callFluctuated completion times. Good news/bad news can perform video inspections anywhere with cell service. For our customers this is a benefit. Inspections outside normal business hours. It does mean auditors are on-call  - minimal impact on their lives. Not restricted to office Able to multi task STORY: VCI at Costco parking lotSTORY: Busy mom – VCI’s  flexibility to take care of my other responsibilities and do after hour inspections I may tethered to my phone at times but get more time freed up.   Most obvious challenge is connectivityRural areas as well as basements. Rare to not complete oneRevert to standard in-person inspection.  Will vary for each utility. STORY: Rural neighboring PUD’s adopted the video inspection program to help combat the drive times between inspections. Solution: use of customers wifi  
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2017-18 VCI Data 
1,410  Completed Inspections

374  Completed with Video 

~5,000 
Less miles 

Reduced 
Maintenance Reduced fuel 

~200 Less 
hours 

Added office 
time Added safety 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is some more data from the last two yearsProgram has grown in popularity MAP: Shows every VCI last two yearsSaved us over 5000 miles And gave us 200 hours back in office Savings that benefit utility -customers and contractors. Auditors in office more:Customers and contractors don’t wait long for approvalsContractors get more projects, more installs  paid soonerUtility benefits: Reduced fleet costless gasless maintenanceReduced carbon footprint –City of Tacoma's Environmental Action Plan.Plus! Less risk for field staff  Dogs- Disgruntled customers - Guns
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Continued Innovation
Added Measures

• Central Heat Pumps
• Heat Pump Water Heater

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VCI Looking forward 2018 added measures Central heat pumps  heat pump water heaters  This program is ScalableChanging conservation measures and technologies. Keep high level of customer service in the future as well. Other uses:Use by sale people STORY: dual heating or other qualifying questionsNeed approval to complete bidInstant approval- real time Less pre-inspections – time suckersMore jobs for sale people on commission Live Energy Audits with customers:Identify inefficiencies Educational for customersCan correct inefficient behaviorsWho know what the future may hold……we could be using drones to inspect measures in the future. 
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Conclusion
WIN – WIN –WIN 

• Improved customer experience
• Better relationship with contractors
• Increased output from staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion we have proven many benefits that create a win-win-win situation for the customers, contractors and the utility. With our video inspection programAuditors can perform more inspections in the same hours availableProvided customers with more inspection options to accommodate their busy schedules. Allowing Auditors have more time in office to work on projectsResulting in Contractors are getting paid faster And our auditors have received less calls asking for the status of a project and where are their payments Also the Contractors have less chance of having to return to make corrections Plus we have Strengthened our relationships with our contractors, notably the installers. And lastly Reduced the carbon footprint, Lowered our fleet costs, Increased the safety of the auditors Without our contractor network we cant run successful programsVCI’s help support our contractor’s goals Makes working with Tacoma Power a positive experience
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Questions

Sara Bowles
Tacoma Public Utility 
Customer Energy Programs
253-502-8287
sbowles@cityoftacoma.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For us at Tacoma Power our priority is our customers, and our trade ally partners. With our video inspection program we are able to set our contractors up for success and increase customer satisfaction. We are excited to have developed an innovative way to improve our customer AND contractors experience with our conservation programs. We welcome anyone to adopt this concept with a tool that is sitting in everyone's pocket.Any questions? 

mailto:sbowles@cityoftacoma.org
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